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Abstract: this research aimed at Designing Needs Analysis-Based English Training Materials for Tourist Drivers as a Means of Transportation Service in Yogyakarta. It was a multi-design research granted by the directorate of higher education. It focuses on designing English training materials especially for foreign tourist drivers (FTD) by using cultural language learning approach (CLLA) in order to preserve Javanese culture as one of Yogyakarta’s missions defined in its 2004-2025 long-term development. It involved 40 FTD as participants through taxonomic ADDIE procedure which included: (1) analysis (on the FTD needs), (2) designing (prototype of English for Foreign Tourist Drivers/EFTD), (3) developing and (4) implementing (the designed prototype), and (5) evaluating (the developed EFTD). This project found as follows. First, the needs of the FTD was English for survival needs program for false-beginning level. Second, based on the results of implementation (training) conducted cyclically, EFTD was judged as training materials especially for FTD. Third, the result of evaluation towards the designed product showed that EFTD was significantly able to improve FTD’s English competence. Based on such findings, EFTD is recommended to use as a training materials for FTD who particularly domicile in Yogyakarta.
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Introduction
This paper illustrates the writer’s (second year from the totally three years) research project granted by the Directorate of Research and Community Service, Directorate General of Higher Education, the Ministry of Education and Culture of The Republic of Indonesia 2014 to provide both theoretical and practical reference for the readers. This project generally aimed at designing English training materials especially used for the drivers to enable them to communicate in English with foreigners visiting Yogyakarta through an English training. The training was conducted by using “English for Foreign Tourist Drivers (EFTD)” model. It was done by considering that Yogyakarta is one of the tourism destination for it has antique cultural heritages and potentially to increase regional income. But unfortunately, it is not facilitated with professional services, especially of the stakeholders such as the tour guides, the drivers and hawkers.

As a place of interest, Yogyakarta has not been completed with adequate communicative services because most of the relevant stakeholders are not able to communicate in English as an international language. This matter, of course, may reduce the convenience of foreign tourists in enjoying the atmosphere during relaxation which is caused by the existence of miscommunication when they serve foreigner. Eventhough many tourist guides are available in this city, but not all foreigners visiting Yogyakarta would make use of them by considering the expensive charge either for their services or by privacy reasons.

Research Method
Appropriately to the issues written above, this project used developmental research by using ADDIE model (analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation). Figure 1 shows the procedure of ADDIE Model.

Figure 1. Taxonomic Procedure of ADDIE Model
Being inspired by such model, this project involved taxonomical activities as follows: (1) analysing trainees’ needs, (2) designing training materials prototype, (3) developing training materials prototype, (4) implementing and (5) evaluating the training activities and the used materials. In this case, activities were conducted as follows: (1) observing the training needs, (2) preparing training prototype, (3) implementing English training using threshold level for survival needs mainly focused on speaking skill practices, (4) conducting assessment to measure the success of training, and (5) establishing English Community for Foreign Tourist Service Drivers to keep the sustainability of the program.

The training needs analysis was conducted by gathering informations concerning with the needs of the trainees in their language learning, such as language skills, discourse types, language aspects, and materials content. The result of the needs analysis was used as the basic of designing materials prototype. The designed prototype was, then, developed and implemented in the training process.

Implementation process lasted cyclically, in which every cycle was observed accurately. It was intended to get in detail informations about the trainees learning achievement progress and the appropriateness of the developed materials with the learning needs. When it was appropriately with the defined training goals, the activity was continued to the last procedure, namely, evaluation. This activity was intended to find the data related to the trainees learning achievement in general, through testing. The test was lasted twice, that is, in the forms of pretest and posttest. When the average result of posttest is higher than the pretest, it means that the designed materials can be judged as the training materials for foreign tourist driver (FTD). In this case, the average of posttest result was higher than the pretest so that it can be concluded that the learning materials being evaluated matched with the FTD needs.

Research participants

This research involved 40 research subjects who earned their living by providing driving services for foreign tourists visiting Yogyakarta, Indonesia. To improve their services to the foreign tourists especially visiting Yogyakarta, they need to be able to communicate in English, at least at the threshold level. Their English competences are beneficial to improve tourists length of stay that may increase the regional income and affect to the people’s welfare.

Data gathering and its analysis

There were two types of data in this study, namely qualitative (the various documents used) and quantitative data (test results). Data in this study was in the form of the results of training needs analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation processes. The gathered data was analysed using statistical computation by calculating the standard deviation of the test results. Since there is only one group of trainees in this area (single-shot data analysis), the analysed quantitative data is in the form of the pretest and post-test results design (Cohen, et al., 2000) which is calculated using standard deviation (SD) formula. SD is equal to the square root of the averaged square distance of the scores from the mean. The higher the SD, the more varied and more heterogeneous a group is on a given behavior, since the behavior is distributed more widely within the group (Seliger & Shohamy, 1989).

In this study, computing SD formula (as written in Nunan & Bailey, 2011) was performed as follows:

$$SD = \sqrt{\frac{\sum (X - X)^2}{N - 1}}$$

where $X$= student’s score; $\Sigma$ = sum of; $N$= number of students; $\bar{X}$= mean; $\sqrt{}$ = square root. In this study, N is 40 trainees who get pretest and post-test. The pretest was conducted before getting materials training while the post-test was performed after getting training. It aimed at obtaining the trainees’ gain scores within the two tests. Gain score is the gap between the average or the mean difference of pretest and post-test of the total scores.

English training and assessment

Table 1. English training materials design content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Competency</th>
<th>Activities and Language Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competency Standard : Threshold Level English Competency for Foreign Tourist Drivers (FTD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Competences : Spoken and Written English Competence for False-beginning level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Indicators :</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Listening &amp; Speaking : Trainees are able to: Listen and/or response dialogues related to providing transportation service for foreign tourists visiting Yogyakarta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Greetings customers ➔ text with pictures
2. Offering helps ➔ text with pictures
3. Showing Direction ➔ text with pictures
4. Cultural Tourist Resorts Destination
5. Inviting tourists to enjoy the Tourist Places ordered
6. Writing Invoice in English
7. Thanking) ➔ text with pictures

II. Reading
: Trainees are able to: Reading aloud and comprehension related to Travel Services for foreign tourists
1. Practice reading texts concerning to the various tourist places of interest available in Yogyakarta;
2. Practice reading texts concerning to describing various kinds of places of interest in Yogyakarta;
3. Practice reading procedure texts concerning to Showing the Direction on how to visit the Javanese cultural heritage places;
4. Practice reading procedure texts concerning on how to make various kinds of Javanese beverages;
5. Practice reading on procedure to offer travel services

III. Writing
: Trainees are able to: practice writing simple procedure texts on how to provide travel services
1. Writing simple texts of tourist resorts list
2. Writing SMS on the customer’s needed service
3. Writing SMS on Asking the Customer’s Address to Pick up
4. Writing an invoice for the given service

The training aimed at providing transportation service with English communicative skill particularly for the threshold level, namely adequate language mastery for survival life inspired by Van Ek (1987) and (Wilkins, 1987) but in which contents are integrated with the javanese culture. This is important to perform by remembering that one of the regional missions of Yogyakarta is to become a well known tourism resort through out South East Asia. The training which lasted for 14 meetings was conducted for 40 drivers. This was intended to introduce the Javanese culture heritage through their daily life communication with their users. Threshold level in this case was trained to the trainees with various study backgrounds. Though most of them had ever learnt English before, but they kept unable to use it to communicate with foreigners. According to Bailey (2005), it is categorized into “false-beginners level”.

The designed materials consists of 9 Chapters in which each chapter develops integrated language skills, but stressing on the speaking practices. The developed language functions are: “Greetings”, “Offering Helps”, “Asking about the Origin”, “Telling Various Tourist Places of Interest”, “Writing Invoice”, “Returning Rest Money”, “Showing Direction”, and “Thanking & Inviting for Travelling Service”. Each topic was inserted with the Javanese culture heritage as means of introducing such culture to foreigners. The whole contents written above were performed and tested cyclically until the trainees reached the expected target language and language contents that must be achieved as written in the syllabus content (See Table 1).

To obtain data on trainee learning achievement, a test is needed. This test is conducted by using authentic assessment including oral and written language of the performance of the participants during the training/learning process (O’Malley & Pierce, 1996). Trainee’s language performance are arranged in the form of portfolio to get data on the progress of their learning using the studied materials.

The quantitative data which was in the form of speaking test result and trainee’s language performance was analysed using scoring rubric for assessing speaking competence as suggested by O’Malley & Pierce (1996). They suggest scoring rubric for six levels of language learning, namely pre-beginning, beginning, pre-intermediate, intermediate, pre-advanced and advanced levels. In this project, scoring rubric was used as a guide to assess learners’ language acquisition in their language performances. Referring to such scoring rubric, the trainees were treated as the false-beginning level which are similar to the pre-elementary and elementary level (level 1 and 2).

Findings
This study resulted both theoretical and practical findings, as the following. First, the trainee’s needs was threshold English materials for survival needs which was in the form of a simple text-book called “English for Foreign TouristDrivers (EFTD)” using cultural language learning approach or CLLA. It was shown by their motivation during the learning process. Second, the EFTD prototype was designed based on the result of needs analysis (NA). Third, the prototype was developed while implementing it cyclically. The adequacy or the necessity of the cyclical implementation depended on the defined trainees’ learning level of achievement. In this case, the defined criteria of the average learning achievement was 7.0. The learning process (implementation) was stopped when the trainees’ average achievement reached 7.0. Since the demanded learning achievement point was fulfilled, the training was stopped. This means that the developed prototype can be judged matched as
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training materials especially for the FTD service purposes. As an illustration, Figure 1 presents the procedure on conducting the FTD training using ADDIE model.

Significance of the Project

As it is an on-going second year project (from the totally three years projects) granted by the Directorate of Higher Education, the Ministry of Education and Culture of Republic of Indonesia, thus, it is presented to provide both theoretical and practical findings that are expected to be beneficial as a reference for the relevant researcher and practitioner. Theoretically, it provides a new reference to conduct relevant research and English teaching method as the result of ESP development called EFTD. Practically, it provides a new EFTD materials that may be used for the relevant trainings. Besides, this research findings will also be used to provide theoretical reference for the next (third year) research of my project.
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